GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF POWER
LOK SABHA
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO.849
ANSWERED ON 07.12.2023

DISTRIBUTION OF FANS AND ELECTRIC STOVES

†849. SHRI RAM KRIPAL YADAV:
   DR. RAM SHANKAR KATHERIA:
   SHRI JANARDAN MISHRA:
   SHRI HARISH DWIVEDI:

        Will the Minister of POWER
        be pleased to state:

        (a) whether the Government proposes to launch any scheme related to
            distribution of low power consuming fans and electric stoves in the country;

        (b) if so, the name of the companies which have been identified by the
            Government for distribution of fans and electric stoves under the said scheme, State-wise; and

        (c) the extent to which the cost of cooking food for the poor families of the
country would get reduced through e-cooking?

        A N S W E R

THE MINISTER OF POWER AND NEW & RENEWABLE ENERGY

(SHRI R.K. SINGH)

(a) & (b): Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), a joint venture of Public
Sector Undertakings (PSUs) under Ministry of Power has launched National
Efficient Cooking Programme (NECP) and Energy Efficient Fans Programme
(EEFP) in November, 2023. These initiatives are aimed at revolutionizing
cooking practices in India and emphasizing the importance of energy efficient
fans. EESL plans to execute phase wise sale of BLDC fans through various
channels such as EESL portal, Government e-Marketplace (GEM), India Post, and
Common Service Centres (CSC).

(c): Owing to higher efficiency of induction cook stoves annual
monetary savings of approximately ₹3000-4000/- may accrue to a household in
comparison to LPG based cooking.
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